Brass Demanded Gls Salute Pet Duck, Herbert Reveals

NEW YORK, Aug. 30 — Herbert H. 
Smith, who is often seen dressed in a suit with a 
suitcase, has been awarded a gold 
mmedal for his services. The award is 
given by the brass industry.

The medal was presented to Mr. Smith 
by the Brass Institute of America, which 
has been working to improve the 
quality of brass for decades.

The medal is the highest honor that 
the brass industry can bestow on an individual.

The ceremony was held at the 
Brass Council of America's annual 
conference in New York City.

Smith has been working for the 
Brass Institute of America for 
over 30 years and has made 
significant contributions to the 
industry.

He is well known for his 
knowledge of brass and his 
ability to solve difficult 
problems.

His work has helped to 
improve the quality of brass 
products and has led to 
the development of new 
technologies.

He is also known for his 
ability to work well with 
people and his 
ability to 
lead teams.

Smith has won numerous 
awards for his 
work in the brass 
industry and is 
considered one of 
the leading 
experts in the field.

The brass industry is 
grateful for his 
services and 
appreciates his 
dedication to 
the field.

He has been 
recognized for his 
impressive 
accomplishments and 
will continue to 
make valuable 
contributions to the 
industry.

City Council OKs Subsidy for COTPA

The City Council on Tuesday 
approved a plan to 
subsidize COTPA, a 
national organization 
that promotes 
public transportation. 

The subsidy will be 
used to help cover 
the costs of 
operating the 
organization.

COTPA provides 
support and 
resources to 
local governments 
looking to 
improve public transportation.

The subsidy will be 
given to COTPA to 
help them continue 
their important 
work.

COTPA provides 
valuable 
information and 
support to 
government 
officials.

By MIKE BIANCO

A Pentagon official 
was killed in 
African 
by a 
terrorist 
attack.

The official 
was 
identified as 
Mr. Johnson,

who 
was 
working 
at 
the 
Pentagon.

Johnson was 
attacked by 
a 
terrorist 
while 
working 
at 
the 
Pentagon.

The terrorist 
used 
a 
blunt 
object 
to 
kill 
Johnson.

Johnson's 
death 
is 
shocking news 
for 
the 
Pentagon.

It is 
a 
disturbing 
incident 
that 
raises 
questions 
about 
safety 
and 
security.

Pentagon officials 
have 
not 
commented 
on 
the 
incident.

The Pentagon 
is 
a 
key 
aspect 
of 
American 
society.

It is 
the 
home 
of 
the 
Department 
of 
Defense.

It is 
also 
the 
site 
of 
many 
important 
events.

The Pentagon 
is 
the 
center 
of 
American 
security.

It is 
where 
decisions 
are 
made 
that 
have 
far 
reaching 
effects.

The Pentagon 
is 
the 
heart 
of 
our 
country.

By BARRY Coover

If 
you 
were 
to 
look 
at 
the 
map 
of 
America, 
you 
would 
see 
that 
the 
state 
of 
South Dakota 
is 
small.

But 
that 
does 
not 
matter 
to 
many 
of 
the 
people 
who 
live 
there.

South Dakota 
is 
known 
for 
its 
rural 
areas,

its 
beautiful 
scenery,

and 
its 
tough 
people.

The state 
is 
also 
known 
for 
its 
statehood,

its 
history,

and 
its 
people.

South Dakota 
is 
a 
state 
that 
has 
a 
story 
to 
tell.

It 
is 
a 
state 
that 
has 
survived 
many 
times 
and 
has 
stayed 
true 
to 
its 
values.

The people 
of 
South Dakota 
are 
known 
for 
their 
honesty,

their 
hard 
work,

and 
their 
resilience.

The state 
is 
known 
for 
its 
importance 
in 
American 
history.

It 
is 
a 
state 
that 
has 
played 
an 
important 
role 
in 
our 
country's 
history.

South Dakota 
is 
the 
state 
that 
has 
the 
most 
people 
in 
the 
area 
and 
the 
most 
land.

It 
is 
the 
state 
that 
has 
the 
most 
trees 
and 
the 
most 
water.

It 
is 
the 
state 
that 
has 
the 
most 
animals 
and 
the 
most 
plants.
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is 
the 
state 
that 
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the 
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people 
and 
the 
most 
animals.
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the 
state 
that 
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the 
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trees 
and 
the 
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water.
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people 
and 
the 
most 
animals.
Rain's March To Continue

Colds, chills and other menacing winter-time conditions are in store for another week. It will be unseasonably cold and the first frost is expected by Tuesday. The cold weather is expected to continue through the weekend and into the early part of next week. The forecast calls for widespread low temperatures in the 30s and 40s, with isolated pockets dipping into the 20s. It's advisable to bundle up and wear warm, waterproof clothing.

Sooner Scene

Muslim Says Threat Made

A Muslim leader has come forward to say that the so-called threat to bomb a church was made by a member of the Muslim community. The leader, who wishes to remain anonymous, said that the suspicious package found at the church was actually a prank.

Son Taking Church Post

Dr. John Smith, the son of the current pastor of the church, has been appointed as the new pastor. The announcement was made during the Sunday service, and the congregation was overjoyed at the news.

City Man Dies Of Burns

A man from the city has died as a result of burns suffered in a recent accident. The man, who was identified only as Mr. Johnson, was reportedly working on a construction site when a sudden fire erupted. He received severe burns to his body and died later at the hospital.

Business Briefs

Contemporary Furniture Store

A new contemporary furniture store has opened in town. The store, located on Main Street, offers a wide selection of modern and stylish furniture at reasonable prices.

900 Vets Get Jobs At 'Fair'

The city held a job fair for veterans, and 900 of them found employment. The fair was well-attended, and many companies showed up to hire the veterans.

Detour

Fine's Just Fine

Fine's, the popular local restaurant, has announced a new menu for the fall season. The menu includes new dishes that are sure to please the palate.

big

Sooner Scene

Revocation of License

The state has revoked the license of a local business for failure to comply with health codes. The business was given a deadline to correct the violations, but they failed to do so, leading to the revocation.

Campbell Announces Bid For House Post

Rep. Campbell has announced his bid for the House post. He has been serving in the House for the past five years and is a strong candidate for the position.

Business Briefs

Contemporary Furniture Store

A new contemporary furniture store has opened in town. The store, located on Main Street, offers a wide selection of modern and stylish furniture at reasonable prices.

900 Vets Get Jobs At 'Fair'

The city held a job fair for veterans, and 900 of them found employment. The fair was well-attended, and many companies showed up to hire the veterans.

Detour

Fine's Just Fine

Fine's, the popular local restaurant, has announced a new menu for the fall season. The menu includes new dishes that are sure to please the palate.
Opening Night

Lyric First-Nighters Gather

As the Lyric Theater began its first season, it celebrated with a special event to attract new patrons. The theater presented a variety of performances, including plays and musicals, that catered to different tastes and interests. The opening night was a success, with a packed audience enjoying the performances. The theater's ambiance and the quality of the productions were praised by the attendees, who were looking forward to future events.

Journal for Women

Couples Set Dates For Future Vows

A new trend among couples is setting dates for future vows. Many couples choose to renew their vows on special dates, such as anniversaries or significant milestones. This practice allows them to celebrate their love and commitment in a unique way. The Journal for Women provided tips on how to choose the perfect date and ideas for celebratory events.

National Brief:

Nixon Asks Treaty OK

President Nixon requested that Congress consider the treaty with South Vietnam, which would allow the United States to withdraw from the country. The treaty was controversial, with some advocating for a stronger stance against communist aggression and others supporting a negotiated settlement. The debate continued as Congress weighed the pros and cons of the treaty.

Girl’s Higher Goal

Pays—She’s Delegate

A young girl from the community has set a higher goal for herself. She has become a delegate to a significant event, demonstrating her commitment and determination. This achievement is a testament to her hard work and dedication. The community is proud of her accomplishments and encourages her to continue pursuing her goals.

Breath Seeks Help

Dry Forces Get Deadline

Efforts to address the dry forces crisis are gaining momentum. The deadline for submitting proposals is approaching, and stakeholders are preparing their plans. The community is urging the government to act swiftly to ensure a successful outcome. The pressing need for action highlights the importance of proactive measures in addressing this critical issue.

Striping Finished

On Interstate 35

The long-awaited project of striping Interstate 35 has finally been completed. This achievement marks a significant milestone in the infrastructure development of the area. The community is expressing their gratitude to the construction team, who have worked diligently to ensure a smooth and efficient road.

Tulsa Police

Waste Cited

A local police department has faced criticism for its waste management practices. The concern is that the department is not adhering to environmentally friendly practices. The community is calling for the police to take responsibility and implement sustainable strategies to reduce their environmental impact.

Visit Marshalls for Our Biggest Sale of the Year!

LADIES SHOES

MFG. VALUES TO $23.00

$9.00-$7.00-$5.00

$4.00 & $3.00

CHILDREN'S SHOES

MFG. VALUES TO $30.00

$3.00-$4.00-$5.00

Men's Shoes

Buy Two Pairs $24.00

$7.00-$10.00-$15.00

$20.00-$22.90-$24.90

Marshall's

50% Off Additional Sale Items
**World Briefs**

**Egypt, Israel Jets Downed**

Egypt and Israel reportedly have downed Israeli jets in a show of force. The incident occurred near the border, raising tensions between the two nations.

---

**Clara_names Sen. Porter to 'Campaign'**

Clara names Sen. Porter to 'Campaign' for the upcoming election. The move is expected to strengthen her chances for victory.

---

**Slaying: Suit Filed**

A suit has been filed for the slaying of a local businessman. Details of the case are being withheld pending further investigation.

---

**Judge Reverses COI Indictment**

The judge has reversed the COI indictment, citing insufficient evidence.

---

**We're Trying to Stop the Problem Drinker Who Drives Before He Stops You**

Last year 19,000 deaths occurred due to drunk driving. Now there’s a new program to deter this. The program is called D.O.T. and is being tested in several states. These programs are a step towards reducing drunk driving fatalities. They have a high success rate, and we urge everyone to participate in this important initiative.

---

**Hines Ousted In First Round**

Billy Reed, 3-time All-Pro, has been ousted in the first round.

---

**Knievel's Flying A Little Different**

Knievel is planning a new stunt that will be a bit different from his previous attempts. Details of the stunt are being kept confidential.

---

**Phil's Lose Twinbill To Red's**

Phil's Twinbill to Red's has been lost. The cause of the loss is under investigation.

---

**Gals Disagree About Winds**

The gals have differing opinions about what the winds will bring. Some think it will be a disaster, while others believe it will be a success.

---

**Judge Upholds School Election**

The judge has upheld the school election results. The decision is final and cannot be appealed.

---

**Friedrich Room Air Conditioners**

Friedrich Room Air Conditioners are now available at reduced prices. Visit our store for more details.

---

**89ers Ring Up 5th Win In Row**

The 89ers have won their 5th consecutive game.

---

**Oklahoma City**

Thrashing Action Project

715 NE 17th St.

**Phipps Appliances Center**

1220 NW 18th St.

**Dollar Days!**

**Newest Models!**

**Low Prices!**

**Friedrich Room Air Conditioners**

**We Have A Good Selection of 1971 Models from 6,000 to 26,000 BTU.**

**Compare 1972 Models Buy Now and Save!**

**Oklahoma City**

Thrashing Action Project

715 NE 17th St.

**Phipps Appliances Center**

1220 NW 18th St.

**Dollar Days!**

**Newest Models!**

**Low Prices!**

**Friedrich Room Air Conditioners**

**We Have A Good Selection of 1971 Models from 6,000 to 26,000 BTU.**

**Compare 1972 Models Buy Now and Save!**

---

**OU Hoping For An Annual Trip**

The hospital and mental centers are open for business at the OU. They are hoping for an annual trip. More details will be announced later.
ELECTROPHONIC / GARRARD

The Wonderful World of Total Sound

- AM/FM RADIO
- STEREO FM MULTIPLEX RADIO
- STEREO 8 - TRACK TAPES
- A FULL 150 WATTS OF PEAK POWER

Every Method of Audio High Fidelity Reproduction is Yours at a FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

Regular Price $289.95
SPECIAL PRICE $187

FREE BONUS GIFTS

With your purchase of this magnificent stereo system, you will receive all of the items listed below:
- PRE-RECORDED STEREO 8 TRACK TAPE CARTRIDGE
- ELECTROPHONIC LP 23 RECORD ALBUM
- STEREOPHONIC HEADPHONES
- FLOATING STAND-TIGHTENING CONTROL
- DUST COVER
- A DELUXE MOLLARI STEREO CART

MODEL: 70-3779

Just Say "Charge It!"
For Father’s Day
go out of
the white
underwear habit.

Today’s googy look starts from the inside out with the HANES undercolors... colorful, 100% cotton knit briefs and T-shirts. Choose from 3 colors... Blue, Gold, Green.
Winning Letter By Gayle McLean

When it comes to Dad we don't play games.

Beautifil, Long-Lasting... Gifts Of Jewelry Sure To Please

Handmade Gifts Come From Heart

Hobbies Help Dad Relax Enjoy Life

Healthy Fathers Walk For Exercise

Make Dad "The New Man" On Father's Day

Please Dad With the Ultimate in Style and Comfort...

When you think about it, Dad deserves more than a card this year. Give him something that you know he'll enjoy. Like this handsome collection of men's jewelry from Ralph Lauren. They're crafted of fine materials that will last a lifetime. And there's something for every Dad in the family:

- Combs from $4.00
- Classic cufflinks from $12.00
- Stylish neckties from $4.00
- Magnificent rings from $14.00

Ralph Lauren jewelry is available at select locations throughout the country. For more information, please call 1-800-327-2650.
Perma-Prest®, Stretch DOUBLE KNIT

JEANS AND SLACKS...the gift that's sure to please any Dad. And Dad deserves something special and that means double knit slacks and jeans. THEY STRETCH WITH HIM for maximum comfort, plus the 100% polyester fabric resists wrinkles to help keep you looking neat all day. Choose from all the newest patterns and colors, too! And since our double knits are a Perma-Prest® fabric there’s no ironing when they’re tumbled dried. This Father’s Day give Dad the gift of comfort...double knit pants or slacks. Get them at the Men’s Store now.

Trim, Regular Slacks for Average Build...Flared Legs
Trim and Tight Jeans for Slim Build...Flared Legs...Western Style

SOLID COLOR
Trim Regular Slacks
Trim and Tight Jeans

PATTERNED...FANCIES
Trim Regular Slacks
Trim and Tight Jeans

“Care-Free” Perma-Prest® SPORT SHIRTS

Solid with Long Painted Collars
Prints or Safetwears Long or Button-Point Collars

499 $6

Get Dad into all the greatest and hottest looks in sport shirts. Perma-Prest® fabrics come alive in striking prints, solids...even sportcoats with longpoint or button-point collars. Taped or falsecuffs to suit any Dad on your list. See the whole bright selection today. Sizes Medium to Lg.

GOLF SHIRTS

Light-and-stylish fabric blends of cotton and polyester for great availability, durability. 12 colors available for Summer. Buttoned collars and buttons with extra long tails. Two favorite styles in colors that suit!

Regular 89 Each
Mock Turtleneck Style
3 for $10

Collar’s Flapless Style
$6
Of Average Man's Lifetime...  
Shaving Consumes 139 Full Days

Redecorating Gives Character To Room

Rothschild's Has All Kinds of Gifts For All Kinds of Dad's... Here is Just a Sampling.

Father's Day Special! No Money Down! 45 Days Until 1st Payment - Up to 1 Year to Pay

Woolco

Give dad the gift he'd choose himself... Black & Decker.

Power Tools Excellent Gifts For Handyman

Woolco Department Store

Black & Decker

Lightweight Steam Vacuum Cleaner

Expect the best from Black & Decker for less than you'd expect

Woolco

76th & North Shields

Oklahoma City

63rd & N. May Ave.

Oklahoma City

East Reno at Air Depot

Midwest City
Quartz Crystal Watches Keep Pace With Fashion

Popular Play About Father

Luggage Perfect Gift For 'Man On Move'

Grooming Products Keep Dad Stylish